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a b s t r a c t

Explicit symmetry relations for azimuthal Fourier components of the Mueller scattering

matrix were derived as implications of particular scatterer symmetries. Several types of

the latter were considered, including plane symmetries and second- and fourth-order

rotational symmetries around the z-axis. Depending on the particular symmetry the

integrals of the Mueller matrix over the azimuthal angle either vanish or equal the ones

computed over the reduced angular range. Derived relations provide an independent test

for any computer code that computes these integrals, which was illustrated by the

discrete-dipole-approximation simulations for a number of test particles. Moreover,

these relations can be used to reduce the time for computing these integrals for a

symmetric particle by several times, which is relevant for several specific applications.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Symmetries are fundamental to the light-scattering
theory. They allow one to solve the light-scattering
problem for a wide variety of particle shapes: from the
most symmetric shape, a sphere [1], to more complex
shapes with finite-order symmetries [2,3]. Another kind
of symmetry is that of the computed results, in particular,
of the Mueller matrix elements [4]. Such symmetries have
smaller direct utility, since the scattering problem has to
be solved beforehand. However, they are more general,
applying in some form to almost all kinds of scatterers,
and constitute an independent test for both simula-
tion results, e.g. [5–7], and experimental measurements
of light-scattering [8,9]. A comprehensive treatment of
Mueller matrix symmetry for single particles and ensem-
bles in fixed and random orientations was performed by
van de Hulst [10]. It was further extended by Hovenier
All rights reserved.
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and van der Mee [11] with emphasis on practical tests for
simulation or experimental results. Specific tests for
horizontally oriented particles were also derived [12].

In this paper I consider the Mueller matrix elements
integrated over the whole range of the azimuthal scatter-
ing angle. To the best of my knowledge, applications of
light-scattering symmetries to such integrals have never
been considered before, except for a special case in [13].
Specifically, I consider the following integrals:

cm
ij yð Þ ¼

1

2p

Z 2p

0
djSij y,j

� �
cosðmjÞ,

sm
ij yð Þ ¼

1

2p

Z 2p

0
djSij y,j

� �
sinðmjÞ, ð1Þ

where m is an integer, y and j are the polar and azimuthal
scattering angles respective to the incident direction, that
is further assumed to be along the positive z-axis. Sij is the
Mueller matrix element, defined relative to the scattering
plane, containing the incident and scattered direction [4].
In particular, if a particle is symmetric with respect to
any rotation over the z-axis, Sij is independent of j.
The integrals, described by Eq. (1), are relevant to flow
cytometry. In particular, almost any flow cytometer
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measures forward scattering of single particles in flow, as
an integral of the scattering intensity over a certain solid
angle near the forward direction. In some configurations
azimuthally-symmetric ring detectors are used [14,15],
hence the signal can be expressed in terms of c0

ijðyÞ. Some-
times several forward-scattering signals for different
ranges of y are used [16], and similar configurations are
employed in optical particle sizers [17].

A variation of flow cytometry, scanning flow cytometry
(SFC) [18,19], makes even larger use of integrals in Eq. (1).
The central part of the SFC optical system is a spherical
mirror, symmetric over the incident laser beam [18].
Thus, all measured signals are integrated over the azi-
muthal angle. Specific expressions depend upon the
polarizing optical elements before and after the measured
particle [19]. For example, the latest generation of the SFC
measures the following signal [20]:

IðyÞ ¼
Z 2p

0
dj½S11 y,j

� �
þS14 y,j

� �
þ S21 y,j

� ��
þS24 y,j

� ��
cos2j� S31 y,j

� �
þS34 y,j

� �� �
sin2j� ð2Þ

in a wide range of y. It can be expressed in terms of c0
ijðyÞ,

c2
ijðyÞ, and s2

ijðyÞ, while expressions, involving c4
ijðyÞ and

s4
ijðyÞ, may occur in future versions of the SFC [19]. That is

why the discrete-dipole-approximation (DDA, [21]) code
ADDA [22] includes functionality to automatically calcu-
late c0,2,4

ij ðyÞ and s2,4
ij ðyÞ for a single particle of arbitrary

shape and composition.
Another possible utility of Eq. (1) comes from the

following combinations:

am
ij yð Þ ¼

1

2p

Z 2p

0
djSij y,j

� �
expðimjÞ ¼ cm

ij yð Þþ ism
ij yð Þ, ð3Þ

which can be considered as Fourier harmonics of the 2D
light-scattering patterns (LSPs). Moreover, it is an inter-
mediate step to obtain expansion coefficients of Sij(y,j) in
terms of the scalar spherical harmonics Ylm(y,j)

blm
ij ¼

I
dOSij y,j

� �
Yn

lm y,j
� �

¼Nl

Z p

0
dyamn

ij ðyÞd
l
m0ðyÞ ð4Þ

where dl
m0ðyÞ is the Wigner d-function, Nl the normal-

ization constant, and n denotes complex conjugation (see
e.g. [23]). Coefficients am

ij ðyÞ and blm
ij can be used to

compress 2D LSPs calculated on a grid of scattering angles
into a (smaller) set of numbers. Moreover, these coeffi-
cients can potentially be directly computed, without
Sij(y,j) themselves, by some of the light-scattering meth-
ods, such as the T-matrix method [23].

The goal of this paper is to analyze the effect of certain
particle symmetries on Eqs. (1) and (3) both to derive tests
for verification of numerical simulations and/or experimen-
tal measurements and to improve the brute-force compu-
tation of these integrals by the light-scattering codes.
To verify theoretical conclusions I also present several
sample simulations with the DDA.

2. Symmetry of a particle in a fixed orientation

Keeping the SFC applications in mind, I limit myself to
the symmetries which are relevant for a fixed value of y.
This generally omits the reciprocity, rotational symmetry
around other than the z-axis, and symmetry planes not
containing the z-axis. However, the following trivial rela-
tions always hold:

cm
ij ðyÞ ¼ c�m

ij ðyÞ, sm
ij ðyÞ ¼�s�m

ij ðyÞ, am
ij ðyÞ ¼ a�mn

ij ðyÞ: ð5Þ

Let me further consider a particle that is symmetric
over the plane j¼j0, which scatters light incident along
the z-axis. Compare two scattering directions character-
ized by angles (y,j0þj) and (y,j0�j). Let us denote the
amplitude scattering matrices in these directions by Sa

and S0a and Mueller matrices—by S and S0 respectively.
Scattering configurations (y,j0þj) and (y,j0�j) are
completely mirror-symmetric, for which van de Hulst
showed [10] that amplitude matrices differ only in signs
of the off-diagonal elements:

S0a ¼
S02 S03
S04 S01

 !
¼

S2 �S3

�S4 S1

 !
ð6Þ

employing transformation of the amplitude matrix into
the Mueller one (see e.g. [4]) and Eq. (6) one may easily
obtain that S and S0 differ only in signs of the off-block-
diagonal elements:

S0 ¼

S011 S012 S013 S014

S021 S022 S023 S024

S031 S032 S033 S034

S041 S042 S043 S044

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA¼

S11 S12 �S13 �S14

S21 S22 �S23 �S24

�S31 �S32 S33 S34

�S41 �S42 S43 S44

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA,

ð7Þ

or equivalently

Sij y,j0þj
� �

¼ Sij y,j0�j
� �

�
1, fi,jg 2 BD

�1, fi,jg =2 BD
,

(
ð8Þ

where BD stands for block-diagonal, i.e. either both i,jr2
or both i,jZ3. This corollary of the existence of plane of
symmetry was also derived in [12]. Splitting the integra-
tion range in Eq. (3) into [j0,j0þp] and [j0þp,j0þ2p]
and using Eq. (8) for the second range, one can obtain:

am
ij yð Þ ¼

exp imj0

� �
p

Z j0þp

j0

djSij y,j
� �

�
cos½m j�j0

� �
�, fi,jg 2 BD

isin½m j�j0

� �
�, fi,jg =2 BD

,

(
ð9Þ

which, in turn, implies that

cm
ij ðyÞ ¼ sm

ij ðyÞ �
cot mj0

� �
, fi,jg 2 BD

�tan mj0

� �
, fi,jg =2 BD

:

(
ð10Þ

Symmetry implications are especially simple for j0¼0,
i.e. for the symmetry with respect to the xz-plane (Fig. 1(a)):

cm
ij yð Þ ¼

1
p
R p

0 djSij y,j
� �

cosðmjÞ,fi,jg 2 BD;

0, fi,jg =2 BD:

(
ð11Þ

sm
ij yð Þ ¼

0, fi,jg 2 BD;
1
p
R p

0 djSij y,j
� �

sinðmjÞ, fi,jg =2 BD

(
ð12Þ

Eqs. (11) and (12) allow one to reduce the number of
calculations for averaging Mueller matrix elements over the
azimuthal angle (with different weighting functions) – half of
the integrals need not to be evaluated at all, while the rest –
only require evaluation through half of the azimuthal range.



Fig. 1. Examples of considered symmetries, as projections on the xy-plane. See the text for description of particular implementations used for the DDA

simulations.

Table 1

Implications of different symmetries for the integrals cm
ij ðyÞ and sm

ij ðyÞ. Examples of these symmetries are given in Fig. 1. ‘‘0’’ corresponds to the zero value

of the integral, while ‘‘1’’ indicates that the corresponding integral is equal (with appropriate scaling) to the one computed over the reduced range. See

the text for details.

Sym. {i,j}ABD {i,j}eBD

m¼ 4k 4kþ1 4kþ2 4kþ3 4k 4kþ1 4kþ2 4kþ3

Range c s c s c s c s c s c s c s c s

Pxz [0;p] 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

Pyz [�p/2;p/2] 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0

Pxz,yz [0;p/2] 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

C2 [0;p] 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

C4 [0;p/2] 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

PC4 [0;p/4] 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Moreover, these relations are summarized in Table 1 in the
row labeled Pxz. The table distinguishes block-diagonal (BD)
and other elements of the Mueller matrix, different values of
m modulo 4, and cosine (c) and sine (s) integrals.

Let me outline the derivation of symmetry relations for
other symmetries given in Table 1, examples of which are
depicted in Fig. 1. Symmetry with respect to the yz-plane
(Pyz, Fig. 1(b)) is considered based on Eq. (9) for j0¼�p/2.
Contrary to Pxz, the result depends on the parity of m. Pxz,yz

(Fig. 1(c)) denotes a combination of both Pxz and Pyz; the
corresponding row in Table 1 is obtained by element-wise
multiplication of that for Pxz and for Pyz. C2 and C4 denote the
second- and fourth-order rotational symmetry over the z-
axis, respectively (Fig. 1(d and e)). For C2 symmetry
Sij(y,j)¼Sij(y,jþp) because the corresponding operation
rotates the scattering plane as a whole. Therefore, splitting
the integration range in Eq. (3) into [0,p] and [0,2p], one can
obtain

am
ij yð Þ ¼

1þexpðimpÞ
2p

Z p

0
djSij y,j

� �
expðimjÞ, ð13Þ

in particular, the integrals vanish for odd m. Analogously, for
C4 symmetry the integrals vanish when ma4k. Symmetry
PC4 is a combination of C4 with either Pxz or Pyz. It often
appears in practical applications; for instance, it is realized
for any axisymmetric (over the z-axis) particle that is



Table 2

Same as Table 1 but for the integrals am
ij ðyÞ, and hence for blm

ij . ‘‘Re’’ and ‘‘Im’’ denotes purely real and imaginary values, while ‘‘X’’ is a general

complex value.

Sym. {i,j}ABD {i,j}eBD

m¼4k m¼4kþ1 m¼4kþ2 m¼4kþ3 m¼4k m¼4kþ1 m¼4kþ2 m¼4kþ3

Pxz Re Re Re Re Im Im Im Im

Pyz Re Im Re Im Im Re Im Re

Pxz,yz Re 0 Re 0 Im 0 Im 0

C2 X 0 X 0 X 0 X 0

C4 X 0 0 0 X 0 0 0

PC4 Re 0 0 0 Im 0 0 0
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symmetrically discretized into the dipoles by a DDA code,
see e.g. Fig. 1(f).

Finally, all the relations summarized in Table 1 can be
recast in terms of am

ij ðyÞ, which in certain cases is bound to
be zero or purely real or imaginary—see Table 2. The
added value is that these symmetry implications are
independent of y and, hence, apply to the coefficients
blm

ij as well (cf. Eq. (4)).

3. Euler angles

Many particle symmetries best conform to the coordi-
nate axes when the particle is in the default orientation,
i.e. when the particle reference frame coincides with the
laboratory one. In general, a rotated particle can be
treated by methods developed in Section 2 according to
its remaining symmetry with respect to the laboratory
reference frame. However, a couple of specific examples
are considered below. Particle orientation can be defined
by three Euler angles (a,b,g), which transform the labora-
tory reference frame into the particle one. The default
orientation corresponds to a¼b¼g¼0. Although a variety
of Euler angles definitions exist,1 the ‘‘zyz-notation’’
(or ‘‘y-convention’’) is assumed in this paper, as used in
several light-scattering codes [22,24].

First, let me consider the effect of the Euler angle a.
When incident light propagates along the z-axis the
following two scattering problems are completely equiva-
lent: a particle with Euler angles (a,b,g) scattering at (y,j)
and a particle (0,b,g) scattering at (y, j�a), i.e.

S y,j,a,b,g
� �

¼ S y,j�a,0,b,g
� �

, ð14Þ

this in combination with substituting the variable of
integration leads to

am
ij y,a,b,g
� �

¼ expðimaÞam
ij y,0,b,g
� �

, ð15Þ

which can be separated into real and imaginary parts as

cm
ij y,a,b,g
� �

¼ cosðmaÞcm
ij y,0,b,g
� �

�sinðmaÞsm
ij y,0,b,g
� �

, ð16Þ

sm
ij y,a,b,g
� �

¼ sinðmaÞcm
ij y,0,b,g
� �

þcosðmaÞsm
ij y,0,b,g
� �

, ð17Þ
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euler_angles.
respectively. Although the integrals do depend on a
(except when m¼0), their values for any a can be trivially
obtained from a single simulation for, e.g., a¼0. It should
be noted, however, that this simplification is not unique
to integrated light-scattering quantities. Rather it is a
consequence of general symmetry given by Eq. (14),
which is widely used to reduce numerical effort when
performing orientation averaging [25,26].

Euler angles b and g do not allow for simple relations
like Eq. (14), since they affect the incident direction in the
particle reference frame. However, there is a simple
specific case—an axisymmetric particle with the symme-
try axis coinciding with the z-axis in the default orienta-
tion. Then angle g is redundant, and only a¼0 need to be
simulated (see above). Moreover, for any value of b the
particle is symmetric over the xz-plane; therefore all
relations from Section 2 corresponding to Pxz apply.

4. Numerical tests

The relations, given in Section 2, allow one to reduce
the time for computing the integrals of the Mueller matrix
by several times. In this section a number of light-
scattering simulations are performed to test the theore-
tical conclusions and to show the typical level of inaccu-
racy of the symmetry relations in the framework of the
DDA. All simulations are performed with the DDA code
ADDA 1.1 [22], adjusted to show 16 significant digits in
the produced Mueller matrix values instead of the default
10. I used the default simulation parameters: the polariz-
ability formulation lattice dispersion relation, iterative
solver quasi-minimal residual with convergence thresh-
old 10�5, refractive index 1.5, and 15 dipoles per wave-
length in vacuum.

One test particle was chosen for each of the considered
symmetries; their cross-sections in the xy-plane are shown
in Fig. 1. In particular, the Pxz and Pyz examples are given by
an axisymmetric egg, rotated by the Euler angles {a,b}¼
{01,901} and {901,901} respectively. This particular egg is
defined by ADDA command line option ‘‘-egg 1 0.9’’. The
Pxz,yz example is an oblate spheroid with aspect ratio 2:3
and symmetric over the x-axis. C2 and C4 examples are
right prisms with base faces shown in Fig. 1(d) and (e),
respectively, and equal widths along all three axes. Finally,
PC4 example is a sphere, which is equivalent to its cubical
discretization (Fig. 1(f)) with respect to the DDA simulation
[22]. For all particles the size was chosen so that exactly 16

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euler_angles


Table 3

DDA simulation results for the integrals cm
ij ðyÞ and sm

ij ðyÞ depending on the particle symmetries. Shown are the minimum (over y, i, and j) numbers of

correct (zero) decimal digits, i.e. � log(x) rounded to the nearest integer. Values given in standard typeface correspond to the absolute values of the

integrals, while values in bold—to the difference between the value of the integral for the full and reduced ranges of j (see Table 1), both relative to

c0
11ðyÞ. See the text for details.

{i,j}ABD {i,j}eBD

m¼
{0,4} 1 2 3 {0,4} 1 2 3

Sym. c s c s c S c s c s c s c s c s

Pxz 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
Pyz 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

Pxz,yz 8 8 9 9 8 8 8 9 8 8 9 8 8 8 9 8

C2 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15

C4 11 11 13 13 10 11 13 13 10 11 13 13 11 10 13 13

PC4 8 14 11 11 8 12 12 13 11 8 11 11 12 8 13 13
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dipoles fit into the width along the x- and y-axes (which-
ever of the two is the smallest).

The complete Mueller matrix was calculated on a
regular grid of scattering angles y and j covering the full
solid angle with steps of 21 and 5.6251 respectively.
A simple Mathematica program was created to perform
the integration over j using the trapezoidal rule (for both
full and reduced ranges), which coincides with the pro-
cedure used in ADDA for periodic functions. To test the
correctness of this program I compared the results for
c0,2,4

ij ðyÞ and s2,4
ij ðyÞ against the values separately produced

by ADDA, using command line option ‘‘-phi_integr 31’’
[22]. The difference divided by c0

11ðyÞ was always smaller
than 5�10�16. It is important to note that the chosen set
of j values satisfies all considered symmetries and con-
tains intermediate angles, such as 451. Hence, the trape-
zoidal sum should satisfy the relations implied by analysis
of Section 2, irrespective of its accuracy in approximating
the integral itself.

For each test particle the integrals c0�4
ij ðyÞ and s1�4

ij ðyÞ
were computed for every y using the full [0,2p] and
reduced ranges of j (see Table 1). These values were
further divided by c0

11ðyÞ to make a fairer comparison
between different tests. I found an exact agreement of
simulations with Table 1. In particular, the computed
integrals or difference between the integrals computed
for the full or reduced ranges of j are negligibly small if
and only if the corresponding entry in Table 1 is 0 or 1
respectively. A more quantitative summary is given by
Table 3, showing the number of correct digits for both
these measures (the more, the better). The minimum is 8
digits, which occurs for the highest-order symmetries
(PC4 and Pxz,yz). That is expected due to accumulation of
round-off errors, but the particular values depend com-
plexly on the parameters of the DDA simulations. The
detailed analysis of this dependence lies outside the scope
of this paper; the current summary is that the default
ADDA parameters lead to more-than-sufficient accuracy.
Such a good accuracy can be explained by the fact that the
discretization, which is equivalent to replacing the parti-
cle with a set of point dipoles, does not break any
symmetry from Table 1. Thus, the computed Mueller
matrix should satisfy the corresponding symmetry rela-
tions, irrespective of the DDA accuracy itself; the latter
being mostly determined by the discretization level. This
is completely analogous to very good reciprocity accuracy
in the DDA [6].

It is instructive to also consider an even simpler option
to calculate these integrals for a sphere, which is to
assume the full azimuthal rotational symmetry of the
DDA results. Then the only relevant integral is
c0

ijðyÞ � Sij y,j
� �

, which can be computed for any fixed j
(a single scattering plane). The only drawback is that the
result slightly depends on j, varying around the rigor-
ously computed (integrated) value of c0

ijðyÞ. On the one
hand, this variation is significantly smaller than the error
of the DDA results for S11 (in comparison with the Mie
theory), at least for the specific simulation performed in
this paper (data not shown). On the other hand, non-zero
albeit small values of non-BD elements of c0

ijðyÞmay cause
problems in certain applications. Therefore, rigorously
computed c0

ijðyÞ, e.g. by the integral over the reduced
range of j, is a more adequate (more symmetric), if not
necessarily more accurate, estimate of Sij(y) for an axi-
symmetric particle.

Finally, it is important to note, that the vanishing
integrals do not generally vanish when computed over
the reduced range of j (as implied by ‘‘if and only if’’
statement above). Thus, when computing a specific
experimental signal, e.g. Eq. (2), with an existing code
one should not only reduce the integration range, but also
manually discard the vanishing terms.

5. Conclusion

Starting from the known symmetry relations for the
Mueller matrices at different scattering angles, I have
derived explicit symmetry relations for the azimuthal
Fourier components of the Mueller matrix. Depending
on the scatterer symmetries and order of sine or cosine
components, a component either vanishes or equals the
one computed over the reduced angular range. First, this
provides an independent test for any computer code that
computes these quantities. This was illustrated by the
DDA simulations, which satisfied all these relations with
at least 8 correct significant digits (for the default para-
meters used in ADDA code). Second, the symmetry relations
allow one to reduce the time for computing the integrals of
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the Mueller matrix for a symmetric particle by several
times. However, computing the Mueller matrix at a set of
scattering angles is only a part of a light-scattering simula-
tion, and the relative computational burden depends on the
particular scattering problem. For instance, it may be
negligibly small for metallic nanoparticles [27] but takes
more than half of the total simulation time for large
biological cells in water [28].
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